A statistical geoacoustic inversion scheme based on a modified radial basis functions neural network.
This paper addresses the task of recovering the geoacoustic parameters of a shallow-water environment using measurements of the acoustic field due to a known source and a neural network based inversion process. First, a novel efficient "observable" of the acoustic signal is proposed, which represents the signal in accordance with the recoverable parameters. Motivated by recent studies in non-Gaussian statistical theory, the observable is defined as a set of estimated model parameters of the alpha-stable distributions, which fit the marginal statistics of the wavelet subband coefficients, obtained after the transformation of the original signal via a one-dimensional wavelet decomposition. Following the modeling process to extract the observables as features, a radial basis functions neural network is employed to approximate the vector function that takes as input the observables and gives as output the corresponding set of environmental parameters. The performance of the proposed approach in recovering the sound speed and density in the substrate of a typical shallow-water environment is evaluated using a database of synthetic acoustic signals, generated by means of a normal-mode acoustic propagation algorithm.